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…or how the use of hypnotic techniques and trance states with Reiki can do quite amazing things for people.
Through experimentation – and I would like to thank the hundred or so Reiki people who volunteered to be my guinea pigs
when I trialled my first three “Reiki Hypno meditations” – I discovered that using a combination of a Reiki-style meditation
with gentle suggestion patterns had a tremendous effect on people in just a few weeks of listening to a 10 minute audio
track most days.
As well as being a Reiki teacher I am also a qualified Cognitive Hypnotherapist and NLP Master Practitioner. I trained at
Regent’s College in London with the internationally respected Quest Institute and a lot of the course involved perfecting
the art of making hypnotic suggestions, a series of elegant and subtle suggestion patterns that can help guide people’s
subconscious minds so that a person lets go of whatever is holding them back in their life, and enhances their potential.
To begin with I focused on what I think are quite common challenges for people starting out with Reiki:
Calming your mind so that you can be in more of a mindful state
Developing your intuitive side
Enhancing your sensitivity to the energy
This is what some of my students said after listening to the Reiki Hypno meditations for a few weeks…
“The constant activity in my mind feels to have calmed down. I still have random thoughts, but I now have the ability to
let them pass, without grabbing hold of them and picking the bones clean.”
Anne MacKenzie
“Certainly, without any question, the MP3 has been a huge benefit to me. I have often wanted to learn meditation but
never found the medium or created the opportunity. Your track has changed things to such an extent I would like to learn
more and develop my meditation skills.”

Jim Furze
“I just seem to be able to get on with life without so much worry. I don’t think i realised how very different i have been
feeling and how much calmer not just i am but my family and my life is until i sat down to write this.”
Jo Cole
“I have often felt no sensitivity to the energy but found that this changed quickly once i started listening to the MP3. I
have become much more aware of heat and energy in my hands when using the MP3 and giving treatments. I have been
very pleased with the results.”
Pauline
“In all I’m delighted with the results. The trial has helped me more than I believed imaginable. My confidence has grown
immensely and I’m raring to take my second degree and start working as a practitioner.”
Wanda
“My Reiki sessions have definitely altered for the better. I do tend to be more flexible in my approach… I am being ‘drawn’
to lay my hands on areas that I might not have been before…..and it is certainly a whole lot easier and less structured
than before. I have ‘let go’ of all my former expectations of how the Reiki session ought to proceed…and the results are
quite eye opening at times. It is as if I have been ‘attuned’ to Reiki in a new way ….all over again. I can’t quite explain it
really!”
Carol Leslie
And this quite astounded me, actually. I was sure that the meditations would work, but I didn’t realise how well they would
work and how quickly!
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